Abstract. We present a categorical logic formulation of induction and coinduction principles for reasoning about inductively and coinductively de ned types. Our main results provide su cient criteria for the validity of such principles: in the presence of comprehension, the induction principle for initial algebras is admissible, and dually, in the presence of quotient types, the coinduction principle for terminal coalgebras is admissible. After giving an alternative formulation of induction in terms of binary relations, we combine both principles and obtain a mixed induction/coinduction principle which allows us to reason about minimal solutions X = (X) where X may occur both positively and negatively in the type constructor . We further strengthen these logical principles to deal with contexts and prove that such strengthening is valid when the (abstract) logic we consider is contextually/functionally complete. All the main results follow from a basic result about adjunctions between`categories of algebras' (inserters).
Introduction
A well-stablished approach to the semantics of data types is to regard them as (Lambek) ! TC), where T speci es the signature of destructors of the data type and d maps an element of the type C to its components. Of course, many other mathematical structures can be understood as initial algebras or terminal coalgebras, among the extensive relevant bibliography see e.g. 34, 51, 38, 53, 1, 22, 49, 16, 47, 18, 19, 26] . See also 10, 11] for an experimential programming language CHARITY, which essentially only contains algebras and coalgebras (and iterated combinations of these, which we do not consider here in detail, but see the comments before xx3.1).
Once the object of study has been singled out by a universal property (such as initiality/terminality of algebras/coalgebras), this property becomes the main tool to infer properties about the object. In fact, a main point of this paper is to formulate, in a canonical fashion, an induction principle for initial algebras and a coinduction principle for terminal coalgebras, considering polynomial functors T: B ! B , built up from the (universal) structure of the category B . More speci cally, we concentrate on bicartesian (closed) categories, together with the associated class of endofunctors determined by such structure.
We wish to consider logical propositions over (co-)algebras. Such propositions will be the formulas '(x) of a predicate logic, possibly containing free variables x ranging over types A. Categorically we capture such a logic by a objects are subobjects (X I), and morphisms (X I) ! (Y J) are maps between the underlying objects I ! J which commute with the given subobjects. The analysis we present will show that logical principles such as (co-)induction arise from the relationship between the (universally determined) structure of the total category P and the structure of the base category B . The logical interpretation of this relationship hinges on the fact that the structure of P can be inferred from suitable structure of the bration p. The structure of p that interests us here corresponds to (the interpretation) of connectives and quanti ers (among other logical operations) of the predicate logic which it represents.
Within this setting, we make a fundamental conceptual identi cation: an inductive predicate P 2 P D (in the total category P) for an algebra c: TD ! D (in the base category) amounts to an algebra f: Pred(T)P ! P in the total category, over the given algebra (D; c). The functor Pred(T): P ! P is de ned via the polynomial structure of T; that is, Pred(T) is built with the same type constructors (products, coproducts and exponentials) as T in the category P. A dual observation applies to coinductive relations|sometimes called (strong) bisimulations 51]|and coalgebras. Once such analysis is carried out, we will be in position to give su cient criteria for the validity of the induction and coinduction principles, which constitute the main results of the paper. Given the nature of the conditions we impose, we can present these results (Theorem 5.1) as admissibility properties of constructive predicate logic (taking proofs into account):
if the logic admits comprehension, it satis es the induction principle for initial algebras of (polynomial) endofunctors; if the logic admits quotients of relations, it satis es the coinduction principle for terminal coalgebras of (polynomial) endofunctors.
The second result is essentially the dual of the rst. To make this duality explicit, we give a reformulation of induction, originally stated for predicates, in terms of binary relations. We further prove these two formulations of induction to be equivalent under mild exactness conditions (Theorem 3.4).
We are then able to combine induction and coinduction to give a reasoning principle for recursive data types, involving mixed variance functors, typically the exponential functor ): B op B ! B , based on Freyd's analysis of such recursive types in terms of initial/terminal algebras on self-dual categories, cf. 18, 17] . The validity of this principle in the presence of comprehension and quotients seems to be the major novelty of this work from the point of view of (constructive) logic (see Theorem 6.4) .
We nally analyse another intrinsic property of rst-order predicate logic with respect to induction/coinduction, namely the`stability' of such principles under the addition of indeterminates. Such stability property is necessary if we wish to use these principles in arbitrary contexts (of data and propositions). This is the case when we de ne functions of several arguments by induction on one of them (e.g. addition of natural numbers); the remaining arguments are considered xed (but arbitrary) constants and play the rôle of a context. At the logical level we may have assumptions about such arguments, which form a propositional context. It is in the presence of these`data with propositional hypotheses' context that we wish to apply the induction/coinduction principles. The logical properties involved to guarantee such stability are contextual and functional completeness as formulated in 27]. They amount to representability conditions with respect to the addition of indeterminates. Functional completeness guarantees the stability of initial algebras (and hence of their associated induction principle), while contextual completeness does the same with respect to terminal coalgebras (and coinduction), see Theorem 7.6.
Applications of coinduction principles occur prominently in 16] (internal full abstraction for the lazy lambda calculus) and in 47] (adequacy and strong extensionality for operational semantics). Both references are primarily concerned with (abstract) domain theory. Here we give an abstract analysis of induction and coinduction principles in the spirit of categorical logic, which achieves the right level of abstraction required to combine the salient features of the above approaches: we use an abstract notion of predicate (and of relation) as embodied by the notion of bration similar to 47], but unlike this latter, we use the polynomial structure of the functor to de ne its`relational lifting' (via logical predicates). Hence the functor de ning the data type canonically determines its lifting, a desideratum of the approach in 16] .
It is worthy to emphasise the conceptual simplicity and technical economy of the present work: all the admissibility and stability results are immediate consequences of a basic result about adjunctions between categories of algebras (Theorem A.5). Although the result could be proved by direct calculation for ordinary categories, the 2-categorical version is equally simple to prove via universality of inserters, and makes the result applicable to the stability of the induction/coinduction principles in xx7, where we work in the 2-category Cat ! .
Since this purely 2-categorical excursion about the functoriality of inserters may be distracting in the main text, we relegate it to the Appendix.
The paper is organised as follows: in the next section we discuss some concrete examples of induction and coinduction principles to motivate their subsequent formal treatment. We continue with another preliminary section containing background material. In xx3 we start with the actual content of the paper: the formulation of the induction principle for T-algebras as an exactness condition. This is further elaborated in xx3.1, where the principle is reformulated for binary relations in terms of equality, in order to exhibit patently the duality of induction and coinduction for coalgebras. We brie y touch upon the relationship between induction principles for algebras of di erent functors in xx3.2. In xx4 we formulate the coinduction principle for coalgebras, while in xx5 we give su cient criteria for the validity of the induction and coinduction principles; the criteria consist of e ectively guaranteeing the relevant exactness conditions via the existence of adjoint functors. In xx6 we combine our previous formulations of induction and coinduction into a mixed principle suitable for minimal invariants of mixed variance polynomial functors T: B op B ! B . We conclude in xx7 by strengthtening our formulations of logical principles to make them stable under weakening of context, so that the principles can be applied in arbitrary contexts, rather than the empty one (which was the case considered up to this point). We also extend our criteria of validity to incorporate this stable version, by recourse to contextual and functional completeness.
Examples of induction and coinduction
This section analyses examples of induction and coinduction, providing motivation for their formal treatment in xx3 and xx4. We consider both O O This is de nition by induction. Reasoning by induction involves predicates (or relations): for a predicate P list(A), assuming that P(nil) and P(`) ) P(cons(a;`)) hold (for each a 2 A and`2 list(A)), we conclude that P must be the whole of list(A). That is, every predicate (on the initial algebra) which is closed under the operations of the algebra must be the whole set (or must contain the truth predicate, as we shall say later). This requirement that P is closed under the operations of the algebra is expressed abstractly by the condition that P itself carries an algebra structure, in a category of predicates. In our analysis, validity of this induction principle follows from comprehension: the algebra structure on P in a category of predicates can be transferred to an algebra structure on the associated set fPg = f`2 list(A) j P(`)g in the category of sets. Initiality of list(A) then yields a unique algebra map list(A) 99 KfPg.
From this it follows that P(`) holds for all`2 list(A), because comprehension f?g is right adjoint to`truth' (see De nition 2.5 below).
Alternatively we may express induction in terms of (binary) relations: if R list(A) list(A) is a relation on lists satisfying R(nil; nil) and R(`;`0) ) R(cons(a;`); cons(a;`0)) for all a 2 A, then R must be re exive. That is, the induction principle for relations says that relations which are suitably closed under the operations (congruences) must contain the equality relation. Thus truth predicates and equality relations play a fundamental rôle in the formulation of induction (as a reasoning principle).
We turn to coinduction, which is a less familiar notion. Coinduction is associated with (terminal) coalgebras like induction is to (initial) algebras. Coalgebras X ! TX of a functor T may be understood as abstract dynamical systems, consisting of a state space X together with a transition map, or`dynamics', X ! TX, acting on X. We also consider both de nition and reasoning by coinduction. For example, consider a (deterministic, partial) automaton 1 consisting of a state space X, an attribute or output map at: X ! O and a procedure pr: X ! 1 + X. For every state s 2 X and every symbol a in the input alphabet we get a result pr(s; a) 2 1 + X. If pr(s; a) 2 X the computation is succesful and yields a new state, but in case pr(s; a) = 2 1, the computation is unsuccesful (and the automaton halts). Such an automaton may be identi ed with a coalgebra X ! O (1 + X) . (1 + C) is the terminal coalgebra: for an arbitrary automaton on X as above, we get a unique mediating map f in a situation:
This map f sends a state s 2 X to the function f(s): ! 1 + O in C given by f(s)(hi) = at(s) f(s)(a ) = if pr(s; a) = f(pr(s; a))( ) otherwise.
An (applicative) bisimulation relation on such a coalgebra automaton of the form hat; pri: X ! O (1+X) is a relation R X X on the states satisfying:
R(x; y) ) 8 
> < > :
at(x) = at(y); and for each a 2 : pr(x; a) 2 X i pr(y; a) 2 X, and in that case R(pr(x; a); pr(y; a)).
We call two states x; y 2 X bisimilar, and write x $ y, if there is an applicative bisimulation R X X with R(x; y). This is equivalent to saying that bisimilarity is the union of all bisimulation relations.
The coinduction principle says that bisimilar elements x; y have the same behaviour: f(x) = f(y) in C. More abstractly, it says that every bisimulation is contained in the kernel relation of the unique map to the terminal coalgebra. The task of showing that states have the same behaviour is thus reduced to showing that they are contained in some relation R which is suitably closed under the coalgebra operations. Such a relation R carries a coalgebra structure in a category of relations. In our analysis the coinduction principle holds in the presence of quotients: the coalgebra structure on R in the category of relations can be transferred to a coalgebra structure on the quotient set X=R in the category of sets. We get a unique coalgebra map X=R 99 KC, and thus a map of relations R ! Eq(C), since quotients are left adjoint to equality. Hence elements related by R are equal when mapped to C.
Preliminaries
In this section we explain the relevant technical notions that will be used in our abstract treatment of induction and coinduction from xx3 onwards. These are: algebras and coalgebras for polynomial endofunctors on bicartesian (closed) categories (2.1), logic interpreted in brations of bicartesian categories (2.2), including comprehension and quotients (2.3), lifting of polynomial functors to bred categories (2.4) and transfer of adjunctions to categories of (co)algebras (2.5).
Algebras and coalgebras of polynomial functors
Let B be a category and T: B ! B an endofunctor on B . An algebra (or, a T-algebra, to be explicit) is an object X 2 B together with a morphism a: TX ! X. The object X is called the carrier, and the map a is the structure.
As an example, the lists list(A) of type A in the previous section are algebras 1 + A list(A) ! list(A) of the functor T(X) = 1 + A X on B = Sets. A morphism of algebras (or an algebra map, for short) from (a: TX ! X) to (b: TY ! Y ) is a morphism f: X ! Y in B between the carriers which commutes with the structures: f a = b Tf. We write Alg(T) for the category of algebras of the functor T. Initial algebras|i.e. initial objects in the category Alg(T)|play a special rôle in data type theory, see e.g. 21, 57] . A standard result, due to Lambek, is that for an initial algebra a: TX ! X, a is an isomorphism. nal coalgebras will be of most interest; their structure maps (or dynamics) are isomorphisms, dualizing the above observation for initial algebras. Both these categories of algebras and coalgebras can be characterised as inserters (see the Appendix for the relevant technical details).
We shall be especially interested in so-called polynomial functors T. They are built up from the identity, constants, and nite products and coproducts. Formally, call B a bicartesian category if it has nite products (1; ) and coproducts (0; +). We do not require any distributivity at this stage. The class of polynomial functors B ! B is inductively de ned by the following clauses.
(i) The identity functor is polynomial, and for each object A 2 B , the constant functor X 7 ! A is polynomial; this includes the special cases A = 1,
(ii) If T; S: B ! B are polynomial functors, then so are the product and coproduct (in the category CAT(B; B ) of endofunctors on B ): X 7 ! T(X) S(X) and X 7 ! T(X) + S(X): For example, the functor X 7 ! 1+A X used for lists in the previous section is polynomial. And the automaton functor X 7 ! O (1 + X) is polynomial if the input alphabet is nite: if it has n elements, then we can write this functor as
Fibrations of bicartesian categories
In the previous subsection we have considered a functor T on a category B , where we think of the objects of B as sets or types, and regard T as a signature of type constructors. In order to reason about such a situation we need a logic, consisting of a category Pof predicates on types. This is formalised by requiring a functor P ! B , which is a bration (see 39, 40, 43, 28] for an exposition of this point of view). For an object A 2 B , we write P A for the subcategory of objects and maps of P that respectively get sent to A and to id A . This is the category of predicates on A. The bration gives us (using the Axiom of Choice) with bred cartesian structure (i.e. cartesian structure in every bre, which is preserved by substitution functors). Assume that the base category B also has bicartesian structure, the bres have nite coproducts and the substitution functors : P A+B ! P A (along coprojections) have left adjoints` . Then the total category Phas bicartesian structure, which is strictly preserved by the functor p.
( and the coproducts` satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition with respect to these pullback squares, then the induced functor +: P P ! P from (i) is a bred functor, so that p becomes a bicartesian bration (i.e. a bicartesian object in the 2-category of brations).
Proof. The terminal object 1 2 P 1 in the bre over 1 2 B is terminal object in P, and similarly the initial object 0 2 P 0 over 0 2 B is initial in P. The product and coproduct in P of X 2 P A and Y 2 P B are respectively (X) 0 (Y ) 2 P A B and` (X) +` 0 (Y ) 2 P A+B where ; + refer to the product and coproduct in the bre. The Beck-Chevalley condition in (ii) is used to show that the coproduct functor is bred. be the bration of these admissible subsets over !-cpos. This is a bration of bicartesian categories by Lemma 2.1.(i), since the coprojections : A , ! A + B are themselves admissible, so that we have coproducts` by composition and Beck-Chevalley holds.
The category !-Cpo ? has nite products in the usual way. However, it is not cartesian closed, but monoidal closed. The relevant tensor is the \smash product" (or \wedge product" as it is called for pointed topological spaces) in which elements of the form (x; ?) and (?; y) are identi ed with (?; ?). This tensor classi es bi-strict morphisms, that is, morphisms strict in each argument separately. The associated internal hom is the !-cpo of strict continuous functions (with pointwise order).
(iii) We consider metric spaces (M; d) where the distance function d is restricted to take values in the unit interval 0; 1]. (This can always be enforced without changing the topology.) An ultrametric space is one in which the triangular inequality is strengthened to: d(x; z) maxfd(x; y); d(y; z)g (with`max' instead of`+' as for ordinary metric spaces). As morphisms between (ultra)metric spaces we take the non-expansive functions: those f with d(f(x); f(y)) d(x; y). An (ultra)metric space is complete if every Cauchy sequence has a limit. We write Cms and Cums for the categories of complete (ultra)metric spaces. We consider these with the brations We will additionally consider a tensor product of metric spaces, which also has the cartesian product as underlying set. Its distance is given by`+' instead of`max', whereby we take care to stay within the 0; 1] interval: In all of these examples the bre categories are pre-orders. This means that the brations model provability (that is, they account only for the existence of proofs or derivations). The theory that we develop applies to the more general situation with proper bre categories, and hence to a logic with explict proofs. Universality takes care of the commutativity conditions inductive proofs must satisfy.
Besides categories of predicates we shall be using categories of (binary) relations. They can be obtained as follows. change-of-base (pullback):
The category Rel(P) is thus constructed with objects R 2 P sitting over a product object A A 2 B , and with morphisms f: R ! S in P sitting over a product morphism u u: A A ! B B. The bre category Rel(P) A over A 2 B is (isomorphic to) the bre category P A A of binary relations on A.
We have the following elementary result, extending Lemma 2.1 to these bred categories of relations. It assumes that coproducts + in the base category are distributive, i.e. are preserved by functors A (?). See 9] for more information. In all of the examples listed above the base category has distributive coproducts, so the result applies.
2.4. Remark. In the proof of Lemma 2.1 the coproduct + in a total category Pof a bration is described as X +Y =` (X)+` 0 (Y ). In 33] an alternative (but isomorphic) formulation is given in terms of product functors Q (right adjoint to substitution) and bred cartesian products , namely X + Y = Q (X) Q 0(Y ). It can be shown that this second + is also a coproduct in P (over the coproduct in the basis) if one assumes that (1) the bration is locally small (or equivalently, in the presence of bred exponents, that it admits comprehension, see De nition 2.5 below), (2) the coproduct injections , 0 are disjoint monomorphisms, and (3) the products Q satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition. Details are left to the interested reader.
Comprehension and quotients
Assume every bre category P A of a bration P #p B has a terminal object, call it 1(A), or 1 A , and that such objects are stable under substitution, i.e. they are preserved by substitution functors: for any u: A ! B, u 1 B = 1 A (canonically). Such ( bred) terminal objects amount to a functor 1: B ! P, ( bred) right adjoint to the functor p. In the logical view of (bicartesian) brations, these bred terminal objects correspond to the (constantly) truth predicates over types.
De nition (After 37, 14])
. A bration P #p B with terminal object functor 1: B ! P is said to admit comprehension if this functor 1 has a right adjoint. We usually write it as f?g: P! B .
As for the examples in xx2.2, subobject brations always admit comprehension, by choosing for a subobject (X I) a domain object X in the base category. The same applies to the brations of admissible subsets over !-cpos, and of closed subsets over (ultra-)metric spaces. For the syntactic example L # T comprehension amounts to forming the extent of a predicate, that is, the type of all values where it (provably) holds:
The adjunction 1 a f?g gives us appropriate introduction and elimination rules for such`comprehension types'.
We turn to quotients. Here the situation is that quotients are left adjoints to equality. So we rst have to say what it means for a bration to have equality. This in turn involves left adjoints to contraction functors. 2.9. Remark. What we have de ned above is the quotient of an arbitrary relation. Set theoretically, it is the quotient by the least equivalence relation generated by the given relation. In a diagram:
De nition (From 37]). Let
where ER(P) is the full subcategory of Rel(P) of equivalence relations, Q is the quotient functor as de ned above, and Q 0 is the quotient on equivalence relations only (as they are usually presented). Suppose that we can freely form the equivalence relation generated by a relation, i.e. that the inclusion ER(P) , ! Rel(P) has a ( bred) left adjoint F, then having an adjoint Q is the same as having an adjoint Q 0 .
(For this observation it is simpler to consider a pre-ordered bration, so that it is unambiguous what the category ER(P) of equivalence relations is. See 44, 45] for further details about categories of relations on non-pre-ordered brations.)
Below we are interested in situations where the truth and equality functors preserve nite products and coproducts. We list a few easy observations.
Lemma. (i) A terminal object functor 1 always preserves products, since
it is a right adjoint.
(ii) If a bration admits comprehension, 1 preserves coproducts. (iii) If 1 preserves coproducts, then so does the equality functor Eq, by Remark 2.7.(i).
(iv) If a bration has quotients, then Eq preserves products. 2
Having a terminal object functor 1: B ! P of a bration P #p B preserve nite coproducts (0; +) means that: the terminal object 1(0) 2 P 0 in the bre over the initial object 0 2 B is initial in P. Equivalently, 1(0) is initial in P 0 , see Lemma 3.5 below.
But this means that the initial and terminal object in the bre P 0 over 0 coincide, and thus that P 0 is (equivalent to) the terminal category (one object, one arrow).
for each pair of objects A; B 2 B there is a canonical isomorphism
This last condition essentially means that the union of the images of the coproduct coprojections ; 0 cover the coproduct object A + B 2 B , in the sense that every element of A + B must come from either A or B. We note that these conditions are satis ed for instance, when we consider internal logic brations, i.e. brations in which the predicates are the subobjects of the base category, provided coproduct coprojections ; 0 are monic, or more generally, when we consider brations with comprehension, as in (ii) of the above lemma.
The requirement that the equality functor Eq preserve products and coproducts amounts to an extensionality condition, expressing that equality is structurally determined. This means that equality of elements on a product object is given componentwise, while equality on a coproduct object holds if the elements are both in the same component and equal therein.
Lifting functors to predicates and relations
In this subsection we show how a polynomial functor T acting on a category of types can be lifted (by induction on the structure) to a functor Pred(T) acting on predicates, and to a functor Rel(T) acting on relations. We shall use such lifted functors Pred(T) to capture inductive predicates on algebras in xx3, and Rel(T) for congruences in xx3.1 and coinductive relations on coalgebras in xx4. (i) A polynomial functor T: B ! B on the base category is lifted to a polynomial functor Pred(T): P ! P, called the logical predicate lifting of T, by induction on the structure of T. The bicartesian structure of B used in T is replaced by the bicartesian structure in P. Every constant A 2 B occurring in T is replaced by the \truth" constant 1(A) 2 P in Pred(T).
(ii) Similarly, if the bration has an equality functor Eq: B ! Rel(P), then such a polynomial functor T can be lifted to a functor Rel(T): Rel(P) ! Rel(P), called the logical relation lifting of T, by induction on the structure of T. Now we replace a constant A 2 B occurring in T by the \equality" contant Eq(A) 2
Rel(P) in Rel(T).
For the functor T = 1 + A ( ), whose initial algebra is the type of lists of elements of A, the logical predicate lifting is Pred(T) = 1 + 1(A) ( ), as an endofunctor on P. And for the functor T = A ( ), whose terminal coalgebra is the type of streams (or in nite lists) of elements of A, the logical relation lifting is Rel(T) = Eq(A) ( ).
Notice that because functors The following will be used later.
2.12. Lemma. Consider (i) Assume that Pred(T) is a co bred functor, i.e. that it preserves left adjoints`to substitution. Assume additionally that these coproducts are \strong", see 28, 29] . This means that for P in the total category over A in the basis, the canonical map P : fPg ! A satis es:` P (1fPg) ! P is an isomorphism. Then Pred(T)(P) = Pred(T)(` P (1fPg)) =`T ( P ) (Pred(T)(1fPg)) =`T ( P ) (1T(fPg)): Hence the lifting Pred(T)(P) is entirely determined by the action of the functor T on the extension fPg of P. Similarly, if the functor Rel(T) is co bred, we can write
(ii) Assume next that the functor Rel(T) is bred, and that quotients are \e ective". The latter means that an equivalence relation R on A is isomorphic to the kernel (c R c R ) (Eq(A=R)) of its quotient map c R : A ! A=R. Then
So that Rel(T)(R) is determined (by T) as the kernel of T(c R ): T(A) ! T(A=R).
These special chararisations of our liftings Pred(T) and Rel(T) can be used to de ne Pred(T) and Rel(T) for an arbitrary (non-polynomial) functor T. In fact, this is often done in the literature, see 1, 50, 51, 47] . In the sequel we shall use the explicit (inductive) formulations of lifting given in De nition 2.11.
Transfer of adjunctions
In this section we mention the main technical result about transfer of adjunctions to categories of algebras and coalgebras. Part of this result occurs (independently) in 6]. An abstract proof using the characterization of categories of (co)algebras as inserters is given in the Appendix. We shall not prove this result here, because it is an instance of Theorem A.5
in the Appendix, which describes the construction T 7 ! Alg(T) as a special case of a 2-functorial inserter construction Ins( ; ), namely as T 7 ! Ins(T; id). Notice that we leave the and implicit in the notation Alg(F) and Alg(G). This is justi ed since usually these and are canonical isomorphisms.
There is a dual version of the previous theorem, by applying the above in Alg (1) In this situation, the functor Alg(1) is determined (up-to-isomorphism) as right adjoint to Alg(p). And the latter results in a canonical way from Theorem 2.14 with the identity T p = p Pred(T) as natural isomorphism.
The following formulation captures our informal discussion. Logically, the induction principle can be formulated as follows. Let !: D ! X be the unique algebra map from the initial T-algebra a: TD = ! D to the Talgebra s: TX ! X, and let P 2 P X be a predicate on X. We then have the following inference rule.
De nition (Induction principle in a bration
x: X j Pred(T)(P)(x)`P(sx) d: D j ;`P(!d) (where we have written the empty proposition context ; for the truth predicate 1 D on D.) The antecedent of the rule says that P has a Pred(T)-algebra structure over s: TX ! X, while the conclusion says that P holds in the image of the algebra map !: D ! X (i.e. in the`reachable part' of X).
In the example involving lists in xx1 we have D = A = list(A) as initial algebra. For an arbitrary algebra s = u; h]: 1 + A X ! X and predicate P X, the premise Pred(T)(P)(x)`P(sx) of the rule amounts to`P(u) and P(x)`P(h (a; x) ). The conclusion is that P(! ) holds for all 2 A , where !: A ! X is the unique map of lists given by !hi = u and !(a ) = h(a; ! ). In particular, for P D, we get the standard`list induction' principle: if P(nil) and P(`)`P(cons(a;`)) (for arbitrary a: A) then P(`) holds (for arbitrarỳ : D).
Notice that for the functor T(X) = 1 + X an initial algebra is a natural numbers object (NNO) 1+N = ! N. If induction holds, then the truth predicate 1(N) on N is initial algebra of the lifted functor Pred(T)(P) = 1 + P. Hence it is a NNO in the category of predicates. In this way, our formulation of the induction principle admits iterated use of initial algebra de nitions, meaning that we can use initial algebras of polynomial endofunctors as constant objects involved in the de nition of other such functors consistently, see 23] for an elaboration of the details. Similar considerations apply to our treatment of coinduction for coalgebras in xx4 below.
Induction and equality
In order to make explicit the duality between the induction principle for algebras above and the coinduction principle for coalgebras in xx4 below (whose formulation involves equality relations), we establish an equivalent formulation of induction in terms of binary relations and equality. This reformulation involves additional exactness and completeness conditions in a bration of bicartesian categories.
When a bration Proof. By induction on the structure of the polynomial functor T. We indicate the argument for the two non-trivial cases:
(i) The only case that requires proof is that of products: for P; Q 2 P over A; B 2 B respectively, we must shoẁ (ii) The only case requiring proof is that of coproducts. Given relations so that we can apply Beck-Chevalley to it. The remaining details are routine (using the description of coproducts in a bration of bicartesian categories in the proof of Lemma 2.1.(i)). 2 From a logical point of view, the rst item in the above lemma means that an inductive predicate can be extended to a congruence relation by diagonalisation: if P carries a Pred(T)-algebra structure, then the relation R(x; y) (x = y)^P(x) has a Rel(T)-algebra structure. The second item expresses the fact that the re exive part of a congruence is an inductive predicate: if R has a Rel(T)-algebra structure, the predicate P(x) R(x; x) has a Pred(T)-algebra structure.
3.3. Remark. We should point out that the condition that direct images sat- If the equality functor Eq: B ! Rel(P) commutes with lifting, then we get by Theorem 2.14 a functor Alg(Eq) in a situation:
We can now express the induction principle for algebras in terms of equality, as follows. Proof. In one direction, if the functor Alg(1) preserves initial objects, then so does Alg(Eq) = Alg(` ) Alg(1), since Alg(` ) is a left adjoint, namely to Alg( ). Notice that Alg(` ) exists and has an adjoint because the natural transformation in the mentioned lemma is invertible.
Theorem. Let
In the other direction, assume a: TD = ! D is an initial T-algebra in B . By Beck-Chevalley we get an isomorphism ` =`i d id = id, so that Alg( ) Alg(` ) = id. For an arbitrary Pred(T)-algebra g: Pred(T)(P) ! P in P we get adjoint correspondences
By assumption, Alg(Eq)(a) is initial object in the category Alg(Rel(T)), and so we may conclude that Alg(1)(a) is initial object in Alg(Pred(T)). i.e. that the relation ! (R) is provably re exive. In particular, every congruence over an initial algebra is re exive. This alternative formulation of the induction principle for T-algebras appears in 51] for the case of natural numbers. It also shows up in the derivations of induction and coinduction principles in 48] in the context of a formal logic for parametric polymorphism. Our formulation of the induction principle is such that it can be used to prove certain properties about any T-algebra, and not just above the initial one. A more standard formulation would require that the canononically induced Pred(T)-algebra over an initial T-algebra be initial among Pred(T)-algebras over the same initial T-algebra. That is, for an initial algebra a: TD = ! D, the algebra Pred(T)(1D) = ! 1(TD) 1(a) ?! 1D should be initial in the bre category 
Relating induction principles of di erent data types
It is well-known that for many familiar inductive data types such as lists and trees, we can carry out inductive proofs about their elements by associating somè measure' of them into the natural numbers N and using induction over N. For instance, binary trees with leaves of (some xed) type A are the elements of the initial algebra A+Tree Given a predicate on the type Tree(A), say t: Tree(A)`P (t): Prop, we know we can assert t: Tree(A) j ;`P(t) if we can show for every n 2 N Q(n) = 8t 2 Tree(A): h(t) = n ) P(t):
And of course, this proposition can be established by ordinary induction on N. The formula Q is the expression in the internal language of the bration of the predicate Q h (P), where Q h is right adjoint to h in:
Logically, Q h is`universal quanti cation along h'. Then, the adjunction laws set up a bijective correspondence t: Tree(A) j ;`P(t) n: N j ;`Q h :(P(t)) = Q which gives the formal counterpart to the abovementioned reduction of induction on trees to induction on natural numbers via their associated`height'.
Coinduction principle for T -coalgebras
We now turn to consider a logical principle for terminal coalgebras. Unlike the situation with algebras, for which the induction principle gives a method to prove any proposition over them, the coinduction principle gives only a way of proving equality of elements of the coalgebra. In the context of data types, this principle is still quite useful, since elements of terminal coalgebras are generally in nite objects, and a method to show two of them equal is therefore necessary.
The formulation of coinduction is entirely dual to that of induction (in terms of binary relations as in xx3.1). Given a polynomial endofunctor T: B ! B and a bration P #p B of bicartesian categories admitting equality, if the equality functor Eq: B ! Rel(P) preserves products and coproducts, then we obtain a functor CoAlg(Eq): CoAlg(T) ! CoAlg(Rel(T)), as in the algebraic case. That is, given a coalgebra d: C ! TC, the equality relation Eq(C) has a canonical Rel(T)-coalgebra structure Eq(C) ! Eq(TC) = ! Rel(T)(Eq(C)) over d.
It follows from the analysis in xx1 that Rel(T)-coalgebras can be regarded as (applicative) bisimulations or coinductive relations. This means that a given Rel(T)-coalgebra f: R ! Rel(T)(R) over a coalgebra c: X ! TX is a relation R on X which is preserved by the destructor operation c. The coinduction principle asserts that elements x; y of X which are R-related are equal when mapped to the terminal coalgebra.
Logically, if ! : (X; c) 99 K (D; d) denotes the unique coalgebra map to the terminal coalgebra d: D = ! TD, we have the following rule x; y: X j R(x; y)`Rel(T)(R)(cx; cy)
x; y: X j R(x; y)`!x = D !y where the premise expresses that R has a Rel(T)-coalgebra structure over c: X ! TX. Furthermore, from a constructive point of view, it is natural to require that di erent proofs of the entailment in the premise of the rule yield di erent proofs of the entailment in the conclusion. These considerations lead us to require that the canonical Rel(T)-coalgebra on Eq(D) be terminal.
This principle is formally captured by the following de nition. We can further show that merge(even( ); odd( )) = , by rst showing that odd( ) = even(t( )). We thus get an isomorphism L = L L.
De nition (Coinduction principle in a bration
The same argument may be carried out in the bration of admissible subsets over !-cpo's, since the relations involved are admissible.
Validity of the induction and coinduction principles
Having formalised induction and coinduction principles in a bration, we proceed to give su cient criteria for their validity. We will show that, like in ordinary set theory, if the logic admits comprehension, the induction principle for algebras is valid in it. And dually, if the logic admits quotients of relations, it satis es the coinduction principle for coalgebras.
The validity of induction and coinduction principles|which have been formalised as exactness conditions for certain functors|will be guaranteed to hold in presence of suitable adjoints. The existence of these latter is inferred from comprehension and quotients, as appropriate, as the following theorem shows. (ii) If the bration admits nite-product-preserving equality and quotients, it satis es the coinduction principle with respect to T.
Proof. Both statements are consequences of Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.15 respectively: the comprehension and quotient adjunctions Hence the functor Alg(1) preserves initial objects, and the functor CoAlg(Eq) preserves terminal objects. 2 The above formal argument is an abstract counterpart of the concrete set theoretic arguments presented in xx1: the functor Alg(f g): Alg(Pred(T)) ! Alg(T) extracts the subalgebra 4 of a given algebra determined by an inductive predicate on it. And the functor CoAlg(Q): CoAlg(Rel(T)) ! CoAlg(T) takes a T-coalgebra with an applicative bisimulation on it and produces a T-coalgebra, by quotienting the given one by the bisimulation.
5.2. Example. We shall illustrate the details of the argument in the coinductive case for the terminal coalgebra hh; ti: L = ! A L of in nite lists of the functor T(X) = A X from Example 4.2. There we already saw that the coinduction principle holds with respect to T via a direct argument. Here we spell out the argument used in Theorem 5.1 above.
Assume therefore that we have an arbitrary T-coalgebra hf; gi: X ! A X, with a relation R X X on X carrying a Rel(T)-coalgebra structure over hf; gi. We write X=R for the result of quotienting X by the equivalence relation generated by R X X. This quotient X=R may be described as the coequaliser in Sets: such that the total category Pis bicartesian closed and p (strictly) preserves such structure. One way to guarantee cartesian closure of P out of logical operations is given in the following proposition (for a complete proof see 24, Corollary 3.3.11]). 5 This also requires Cpo-enrichment, see 17] for a detailled analysis, but we gloss over these aspects since they have no impact on the subsequent developments.
6.1. Proposition. Let P #p B be a bration satisfying the following three conditions.
(i) B is cartesian closed; (ii) p is a bred-ccc, i.e. every bre category is cartesian closed and reindexing functors preserve such structure; (iii) p admits`simple' products, i.e. for every cartesian projection 0 : A B ! B, the`weakening' functor ( 0 ) : P B ! P A B has a right adjoint Q A , and these right adjoints satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition. The total category P is then cartesian closed and p (strictly) preserves this structure.
Proof. Finite products of P have been spelled out in Lemma 2.1. As for exponentials, given objects P 2 P A and Q 2 P B , their exponential P ) Q The premise of the rule asserts that the pair of relations (R; S) carries a \ Rel(T)-algebra structure over (X; Y ). The conclusion tells that we have a coinduction principle on the contravariant side and an induction principle on the covariant one.
We can apply the mixed analysis to an ordinary polynomialfunctor T: B the category Cums is cartesian closed, but the categories !-Cpo ? and Cms are only monoidal closed. And the metric categories Cms and Cums are algebraically compact with respect to a class of functors (namely the locally contractive functors) which does not include the identity functor. This second problem is not so serious, as it only requires a minor adaptation of the main result, specifying the appropriate class of polynomial functors with id1 2 replacing 7 id.
The rst problem involves replacing the cartesian closed structure (1; ; )) in mixed variance polynomial functors by monoidal closed structure (I; ; (). 7 With the further addition that the functor id1 The associated internal hom (P A) ( (Q B) on ASub(!-Cpo ? ) is the subset (ff j f(P) Qg A ( B).
The lifting for metric spaces is similar:
The tensor product (P A) (Q B) of two closed subsets P A; Q B of complete metric spaces A; B is (P Q A B), with neutral element 1(1) = (1 1), where 1 = f g is the neutral element for on Cms.
The internal hom on ClSub(Cms) is given by (P A) ( (Q B) = (ff j f(P) Qg A ( B).
In the same way we have canonical liftings to total categories of relations (on !-cpo's and on complete metric spaces). With these modi cations, we can apply our previous setup (i.e. formulation of (co)induction principles and the criteria for their admissibility) to polynomial functors determined by the above monoidal closed structures.
Conditions for this lifting of closed monoidal structure are subject of ongoing research.
7 Stability of initial algebras and terminal coalgebras under weakening of context So far we have considered (co)inductive data types and their associated (co)induction principles in terms of initiality in the empty context. For instance, the initiality of N allows us to de ne functions out of it, eg. h: N 99 K A, by endowing the set A with a 1 + ( )-algebra structure. But we also want to use this method when the inductive data type occurs in an arbitrary context, eg.
to de ne addition add: N N ! N by induction on the second argument. This requires that the initiality of N be preserved when we move from the empty context to the context n: N (for the rst argument of add). This operation is called context weakening. Technically, we say initiality is stable under addition of indeterminates, the indeterminate being n: N. This is also called initiality with parameters, see 32, 10, 11] . A similar extension is needed then for the associated induction principle, since when we perform context weakening ? 7 ! (?; x: A), the element x may be subject to some (propositional) hypothesis. That is, we are generally interested in proving relative entailments P`Q rather than`absolute' assertions ;`Q. With the above formalisation of stability, it follows from Theorem A.5 that stability is guaranteed whenever the object A is functionally complete, i.e. when A has a right adjoint. Similarly, stability of terminal coalgebras is guaranteed whenever B is contextually complete, i.e. when A has a left adjoint. We spell this out in more detail for categories and brations in the following subsections. Further details on indeterminates and on contextual and functional completeness can be found in 27]. We refer to 54] for the relevant de nitions of comonads and their associated morphisms, as well as of Kleisli objects for them, in a 2-category. In any case, these concepts are not essential to understand what follows.
Stability of initial algebras and terminal coalgebras in a distributive category
The material in this subsection is based on 32], although the formulations and proofs are di erent. It is a preliminary to the treatment of stability of (co)induction principles in xx7.2. Given a bicartesian category B and an object A 2 B , we let B x: A] denote the universal bicartesian category A : B ! B x: A] which has a global element of type A, i.e. a morphism x: 1 ! A (A). Universality means (at the 1-dimensional level) that given a bicartesian category C , a functor F: B ! C preserving nite products and coproducts, and a morphism a: F1 ! FA in C , there is a unique functor F: B x: A] 99 KC preserving nite products and coproducts such that Universality means that given a bration where : H 0 (x ( P (P))) = ! (K 0 x) (HP) is the canonical comparison isomorphism in the bration q. It is easy to extend Lemma 2.1 to make the total category P a distributive category when the base and the bres are so and when the coreindexing functors satisfy Beck-Chevalley and Frobenius conditions 24, Prop. 4.5.8]. We call such a bration p of bicartesian categories, with the base and total categories distributive, a bration of distributive categories. In this case, we can characterise p hx; hi: P] as a Kleisli bration p==(P) for the comonad (( ) P; ( ) pP) on p (in Fib), as explained in 27]. See also 39] for a concrete description and a di erent application of this construction.
From a logical perspective, we think of the bration p hx; hi: P] as a logic with the same types and propositions as those of p, but whose terms have a parameter of type A = pP, i.e. whose terms are of the form ?; x: A`t: B, and whose entailment relation allows an additional hypothesis P(x), i.e. the entailments have the form ?; x: A j ; h: P(x)`q: Q That is, we are assuming the presence of an additional element x of type A, and a predicate P on that type whose instance at x is provably true. Both these elements represent the additional data with their associated properties forming the context in which we are working, for instance when carrying out an inductive proof. Semantically, such interpretation of p hx; hi: P] can be obtained via the internal language of the Kleisli bration p==(P). preserves initial objects (both on the base and the total categories).
(ii) The bration p, additionally admitting equality, satis es the stable coinduction principle with respect to T if the functor CoAlg(Eq): CoAlg(T) ! CoAlg(Rel(T)) preserves terminal objects and moreover, for every P 2 P A , (i) If p satis es the coinduction principle with respect to a polynomial functor T, then it also satis es the corresponding stable coinduction principle.
(ii) If p is functionally complete and satis es the induction principle with respect to to a polynomial endofunctor T, then it also satis es the stable induction principle with respect to T. is functionally complete although it does not model implication ()); functional completeness holds essentially because of the re ection mentioned in Remark 3.3. The same considerations apply to (ultra) metric spaces and closed subsets. Thus, the above abstract formulation seems to capture better this kind of example than a purely syntactic approach would. As for the syntactic example, we must assume our logic has implication and universal quanti cation 8x: A:( ), as explained in 27]. as used in Theorem 2.14, namely as F = Alg(F) and G = Alg(G).
